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about us Coda Studios is an creative agency from India 
specializing in Virtual Production, 
Advertising,creating interface design for web 
and apps, graphic and motion design, as well as 
brand identities
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Clients
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EIPWYBE



Services
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Branding

Strategy + R&D

Visual Effects

Animation

Brand Films & Commercials

Design Services

Web Development

Full-Service Production

AR/VR/XR Experiences

Brand Marketing



Selected Works



Coco Hebe 
Package Design
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Bringing together the tropical goodness of 
coconut and the creative genius at 
@codastudios.tv  Our collaboration with 
@alfminsnacks 🥥🍯 a sweet treat that you 
won't be able to resist. Taste the magic for 
yourself and indulge in the deliciousness!

View Case Study

https://www.instagram.com/codastudios.tv/
https://www.instagram.com/alfminsnacks/
https://www.behance.net/gallery/167451541/Coco-Hebe


EIPWYBE
Product Video
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Experience the ultimate relaxation and relief with 
our state-of-the-art massaging unit bed. Say 
goodbye to uncomfortable bed sores and hello to a 
world of pure bliss. Let our technology soothe your 
body and calm your mind, leaving you feeling 
refreshed and rejuvenated every day. Indulge in the 
luxurious comfort of our massaging unit bed and 
discover a new level of wellness.

Watch Video

https://youtu.be/GONulkG9vrI?si=iICeFFZ5Tu5PaDRv


Take a Trip 
Branding 
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Ready to take off in style with our latest 
logo design for TAT Holidays.
Our creative team has captured the 
essence of adventure and wanderlust 
in every detail, ensuring your brand 
stands out from the crowd.
Let our design be your guide to your 
next adventure.



Brand Film-
Fugipie
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Take your brand to the next level with 
our dynamic motion graphics! Check 
out our latest explainer video for 
@fugipie.technologies and see how we 
help your business stand out.

Watch Video

https://www.instagram.com/fugipie.technologies/
https://youtu.be/UuEr5YYZsLU?si=9DqZGX7DqmVJGVBK


Package Design-
Pappaboo
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Discover the epitome of 
elegance and professionalism 
with our meticulously crafted 
diaper brand Package, 
designed to redefine comfort 
and style for both baby and 
parent.



UI/ UX Experience
Nada Travels
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Elevating the journey through 
captivating web design, where 
elegance meets 
professionalism for an 
unparalleled travel experience.

Visit Website

https://nadatravels.ae/


UI/ UX Experience
Misty Peak
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Elevating hospitality 
management with seamless 
elegance: Unveil the pinnacle of 
professionalism through our 
Hotel ERP software's exceptional 
web design.



Soft drink Package
Mocca Diosta
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Crafted with sophistication, our 
soft drink can design 
encapsulates refreshment in 
an elegant and professional 
manner.



info.codastudios@gmail.com

codastudios.in


